“The Great Red Snapper Count”
Estimating the absolute abundance of Red Snapper
in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico.

What is the problem/goal?
• Absolute abundance estimate leads to most informed mgmt.
Who was involved?
• $12M - Independent estimate
• 21 Leading Scientists from 12 Institutions (80+ Scientists Total)
How was Red Snapper abundance being estimated?
Suite of methods:
Habitat Classification
Direct Visual Counts
Hydroacoustic Surveys
Depletion Surveys
Gulf-Wide Tagging Program
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History
• Planning Meetings/Workshops
• Consisted of a Two-Phase RFP Process:
Phase I - 6 Proposals ($100K ea.) to develop designs
- Coalescing of desirable aspects and design framework
- Somewhat unconventional
Phase II – Implement designs for an abundance estimate

Phase II
Red Snapper Abundance Estimate in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico

Key Points:
• Explicitly detailed: scope, goals, objectives, and general sampling methodologies
• Specified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General statistical analyses
Target CVs
Geographic scope
Habitat types to assess
Depth ranges
Tagging study requirement
Requirement for comprehensive stakeholder engagement
No genetic-based methods and only archiving of samples

External and SSC Review - Update
During Spring 2021 Report Reviewed by External Experts and SSC

Key Points:
• Very valuable process. Details are captured in the report and response letter.
• Recommendation on design and analyses greatly improved report.
• Team has worked diligently to reanalyze and address each of these suggestions.
• Specifically:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explicitly describing the stratified random sampling design;
Capturing as much additional variability as possible (including adding ‘variance buffer’);
Improving estimators, calibrations, and modification of post-strata based on suggestions;
Re-evaluating the contribution Uncharacterized Bottom;
Developed an alternate estimator of variance to capture additional uncertainty;
Developed an alternate estimator to reduce bias.

Tagging and Exploitation Studies

Catalano (AU)

Thousands of fish
tagged Gulf-wide

Angler
Engagement

Archived genetic
samples

Extensive Stakeholder Engagement

www.snappercount.org

Estimate and Analysis

• Two Independent Estimates (relatively low CVs)

MS/AL
TX

LA

FL

• Converged with ~ 6 % difference (~ 7M Fish)

NOAA 2018 Stock Assessment (SEDAR 52): 36 M

Table 7.

Uncharacterized bottom
Texas

Louisiana

• Mean and SD of fish density
was calculated across
random start point acoustic
transects for mid and
shallow depths.

• Mean and SD of fish density

• RS density was estimated as
fish density times the region
specific mean proportion RS.

• RS density was estimated as
fish density times the region
specific mean proportion RS.

• Variance combined
uncertainty across transects
as well as in the proportion.

• Variance combined
uncertainty across transects
as well as in the proportion.

• Mean and SD of RS density
for the deep depth was
calculated using transects
from randomly selected
locations using CBASS visual
counts.

• Mean and SD of RS density
for the deep depth was
calculated using transects
from randomly selected
locations using CBASS visual
counts.

was calculated across
random start point acoustic
transects for mid and
shallow depths.

Mississippi / Alabama
• Mean and SD of RS density
for the all depths was
calculated using transects
from randomly selected
locations using CBASS visual
counts.

Florida
• Mean and SD of RS density
for 3 regions and all depths
was calculated from randomly
selected ROV visual transects.

Hardbottom
Texas

Louisiana

Mississippi / Alabama

Florida

• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated across
random start point
hydroacoustic transects with
paired species composition
for areas of know
hardbottom.

• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated across
random start point
hydroacoustic transects with
paired species composition
for areas of know
hardbottom.
• Data was imputed based on
Texas observations.

• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated across random
selected features using
camera MaxN counts and a
fixed area surveyed.

• Not separated out given the
nature of the bottom in Florida

Artificial
Texas
• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated across
random hydroacoustic
surveys of a structure with
paired species composition
for platform structures and
clusters of smaller
structures.

Louisiana

Mississippi / Alabama

Florida

• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated across
random hydroacoustic
surveys of a structure with
paired species composition
for platform structures and
clusters of smaller
structures.
• Data was imputed based on
Texas observations.

• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated for each depth
across random selected sites.
• To obtain total numbers per
depth category, RS density
was combined with stratified
estimated of the total number
of structures within each
depth.
• Uncertainties from both
estimates were combined.

• Mean and SD of RS density
per structure for each depth
was calculated from randomly
selected ROV visual point
counts.

Pipelines
Texas
• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated across
transects from random
selected pipeline arcs from
the BOEM database.

Louisiana
• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated across
transects from random
selected pipeline arcs from
the BOEM database.

Mississippi / Alabama
• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated across
transects from random
selected pipeline arcs from
the BOEM database.

Florida
• Mean and SD of RS density
was calculated across
transects from random
selected pipeline arcs from
the BOEM database.

Revised estimation – Dr. Lynne Stokes
• In the secondary analysis, revisions were made in each state estimate:
• FL: Post-strata were eliminated
• MS/AL: variance was adjusted to account for estimation of AR population size
• TX: Variance estimate was increased to include variance component due to
calibration in UCB stratum; post-strata were added to UCB due to separate
calibration factors; error in identifying transects was corrected, resulting in
fewer transects in UCB.
• LA: TX changes affected LA estimate, since much of LA data was imputed.

• Some changes increased estimate/SE and some decreased them.
• Total abundance was reduced by ~ 4.9 million and CV was nearly
unchanged.

Calibration variance component for UCB in TX
• For TX UCB, Mid & Shallow, calibration factors for C, N, and S were
estimated from independent experimental data (say 𝑝𝑝̂ℎ , ℎ = 𝐶𝐶, 𝑁𝑁, 𝑆𝑆),
where p represents the proportion of fish (𝑢𝑢) that are RS (y).
• Estimate of calibration factor is sample mean: 𝑝𝑝̂ ℎ =
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• An unbiased estimate of the variance of a product of two independent random variables
has a closed form (Goodman 1962). This estimator was used for the variance for all
Mid&Shallow UCB strata.

Other TX strata using calibration
• Natural bottom also used a calibration method, but the data on which
the calibration was based was not readily available to me.
• To compensate, I used a “worst case scenario” approach to examine
the effect.
• I calculated the multiplicative increase in variance of RS abundance estimate (efficiency) due to
calibration for each of the six post-strata of the UCB in Texas.
• They ranged from 1.01 to 2.77.
• I applied the maximum value to remaining post-strata using calibration in TX and LA.
• This increased the variances as shown in Table 7 of report.

Key Takeaways:
• Report had undergone a very rigorous peer-review process.
• Fully met the concerns of the external review team and SSC.
• Estimate is conservative and likely underestimates abundance.
• Visual/detectability constraints generally lead to underestimate.
• Habitat types are not known with certainty – improved mapping.
• Known populations occur outside of defined study area.
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